
Rimless Calibers in Revolvers
“The Convertibles”

 
My interest in these little gems started back in the mid 60s.  I had always wanted a .30 Carbine pistol and when the
Ruger Blackhawk hit the market, I bought one.  It shot very accurately with GI ball ammunition, which in those days
was readily available.  It also shot well with the new, commercially produced, soft point ammunition.  However, my
cast bullet loads never made the grade.  I was always plagued by chambering and rim clearance problems. At the time,
I was fairly new to the reloading business and didn’t know enough about reloading to correct my mediocre efforts at
loading cast ammo for it.
 
I was in the Army and had just returned from Viet Nam and was getting set up in life and about a year after I bought
the pistol, here comes a new set of orders for Viet Nam so I had to sell off everything but my keepers and head out
again.
 
About 6 years ago, I was in my friendly gun shop and here’s this Ruger .30 Carbine “new in the box” screaming at me
to take it home.  Being temporarily unmarried and flush at the time, a deal was struck and it came home.
 
I was kind of figuring that maybe the earlier Ruger I had was one of the early ones and that, in the interim 30 years,
that Ruger had made some changes to cure the problems.
 
The .30 Carbine
 
I brought the new acquisition home and gave it a thorough cleaning including scrubbing the chambers.  I searched
through my accumulation of brass and came up with sufficient brass to make several reloading lots.
 
I had a Lyman #311008 mould on hand so I made a good quantity of these and sized to .309” diameter.
 
I proceeded to load a batch of 50 with a book load and headed to the range.
 
The first results were dismal. Ruger had not corrected the problems over the years and I still had failures to chamber
and rim drag.  I was disheartened.
 
I have always been one of these people, like most, that thinks that John’s right and the world’s wrong.  In this case, I
figured that since this design had endured for 30 something years already, I might possibly be wrong about something. 
I started reading.  I kind of figured that maybe my crimps were wrong as I was putting just a slight crimp on the
case…. just enough to hold the bullet.  I measured the case mouth and found the answer…. my attempts at crimping
were all wrong and were creating a bulge near the case mouth which prevented chambering. I also noticed that a taper
crimp die was available so I ordered one.
 
Armed with new knowledge and equipment, I loaded another 50 rounds with taper crimps.  Holy smokes! It worked. 
No more chambering problems.  The only problem was that some of the rims still dragged and tied up the gun. It was
back to the book.
 
I eventually traced the problem back to seating depth.  Ruger chambers are notoriously short throated and don’t allow
a bullet to be seated out very far.
 
Another peculiarity associated with the .30 Carbine chambering is the criticality of case length.  If it’s too long, the
base of the case will drag and cause much frustration.  In my experience, commercial cases will be long and tend to
need trimming.  GI cases are usually short and require no trimming.  One thing to watch on the GI cases is that they are
thick and if you’re running hot loads pressure tends to rear its ugly head.  The use of magnum small rifle primers tends
to cause the same problems with certain powders. I normally use small pistol primers with cast even though the book
calls for small rifle.   



 
Now, I had functioning ammunition, but not accurate ammunition.  Checking the cylinder, I found that it needed .311”
bullets for a tight fit through the cylinder and .312” worked even better.  I was using .309” bullets.  Both of these
diameters worked but the .312” caused some chambering problems.  I finally settled on the .311 for the best fit with
associated good accuracy.
 
I finally had accurate, reliable ammunition and it functions beautifully. It is one of my favorite shooting pistols. 
 
Loading the .30 Carbine is just like baby bear’s soup, it has to be just right.
 
The .45 ACP
 
Loading .45 ACP cases for a revolver is not the hassle that it is for the .30 Carbine and 9mm.  I’ve loaded for a 1917
Smith & Wesson, a 11917 Colt, a 1950 Target Smith and Wesson, and a 1955 Target Smith and Wesson and the
Ruger Blackhawk convertible in my time. 
 
The Ruger tends to be the pickiest.  Most of the Smith and Wesson’s are cut with a more liberal chamber than the
Ruger so dimensionally; they’re easier to load for.  The “moon” clips tend to positively space the rims and the
chamber length seems to be some longer and a slightly more liberal approach can be taken with overall seating length.
The only advice I can give is to use a taper crimp die on your cases for all .45 ACP revolvers and the Smith’s will
shoot all right.
 
The Rugers are another matter.  The chambers are cut a lot closer than on Smiths. One thing you have going for you in
both cases is that you seldom encounter a .45 ACP case that is too long.  GI or commercial, all tend to run short and
I’ve measured thousands.
 
The big problem with the Rugers is the tight, short throat.  They just don’t cut any slack on seating length.  It had to be
just right or they won’t chamber and the rim will drag.
 
So, with these thoughts in mind, seat short enough so that they’ll chamber and then taper crimp and the .45 ACP
cylinder will function fine.
 
Just remember, when you seat shorter than factory specification, pressures rise so cut back on your loads and test some
before loading a whole batch.  The Blackhawk is a strong gun but no need in tempting fate.
 
The 9mm
 
I saved this one for last as it almost drove me nuts in finding what it wanted. A lot of loaders ask why I bother loading
for it.  Weekly, I head to the range and the ground is paved with 9mm brass.  God stuff too.  WW, R-P, Speer and FC
in both brass and nickel finish.
 
I had six or eight moulds for the 9mm already and a set of dies so I decided I’d pick up a 9mm convertible.  What a
headache that decision turned out to be.
 
I’d already learned about taper crimp dies by now so I started on the right track there.  I started using loads out of the
Lyman manual with their seating depth and the loaded rounds wouldn’t chamber on account of that short throat.
 
Says I, no problem.  I’ll seat them deeper as the Blackhawk is a strong gun.   I did that and fired 100 rounds and
proceeded to open the primer pockets on 100 rounds of once fired R-P brass.  The gun is strong but the brass is weak.
 
It was back to the drawing board.  I finally cut my charges and got the pressure under control with my modified
overall lengths.  Then, I started looking at accuracy that was nonexistent at this stage as I was using .356” diameter
bullets out of chambers that ran .358”.  At this point, I had some luck.  I received a sizer in a trade that sized bullets to



.3585”. They loaded fine in the 9mm cases and with a taper crimp, chambered well.  Better yet, the bigger diameter
bullet shot accurately.
 
I then proceeded to test a bunch of bullet/powder combinations and isolated loads that gave good accuracy and
chambered well and recorded these “recipes” for future use.
 
Now, the 9mm is one of my favorites as the ammunition is light, accurate, stingy on powder and cases are free for the
picking up at almost any range.
 
Is it worth it?
 
I definitely enjoy shooting my two convertible Rugers and the .30 Carbine Ruger and I enjoyed shooting my Smith
and Wessons in past days.
 
These are three of the most popular calibers around and give you some versatility with your pistol that others don’t
have.
 
Many spare cylinders are sitting around in drawers and are not being used as they should be for the simple reason that
the owners don’t know how to load for them.
 
If you fit in this category, dust that spare cylinder off and learn to load for it and realize the full capability of your
Ruger convertible.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


